NEW PRODUCTS BEING INTRODUCED
AT THE 2019 SPRING QUILT MARKET/KANSAS CITY

Note: Submission was open to all exhibitors, who were responsible for providing the following information. This list does not represent every new product being introduced at Quilt Market. Prices listed are suggested retail.

3 WISHES FABRIC
BOOTH #831
WWW.3WISHESFABRIC.COM
• Lovitude "Play with Me"
Introducing our newest designer, Lovitude. Anne Pryor, the creative genius behind Lovitude was inspired to create after a friend’s passing. Her bold images are mesmerizing and her message is powerful. This eight-piece, digitally printed collection includes eight skus, two of which include oversized panels.

• The Great Outdoors by Connie Haley
Calling all adventure seekers! 3 Wishes and Connie Haley team up again for another incredible, digitally printed collection. This eight-piece group includes a panel featuring a vintage camper & wild animals that are created in Connie Haley’s unique "color pop" style. Mixed media and bold color, oh my!

• Sassier Animals by Connie Haley
They're back! Introducing the next of Connie Haley's fantastic animals with their uproariously funny catchphrases. This eight-piece, digitally printed collection includes two panels that feature all of the animals. "You bet giraffe" that you are going to love this brilliantly designed collection.

ACCUQUILT
BOOTH #1125
WWW.ACCUQUILT.COM
• GO! Baby Yourself Die Collection
Make fun projects for baby or other occasions. The new GO! Baby Yourself collection features the GO! Burp Cloth, GO! Baby Bib and GO! Owl Accessories dies. Each die comes with a free pattern. Ideal for quilters who love to make unique gifts or projects to sell.
Starting at $34.99
• **2019 GO! Limited-Edition Appliqué Die Collection**
The new GO! Limited-Edition die collection features GO! Sea Life Medley, GO! Emojis and GO! Fork-Knife-Spoon. Each of these appliqué dies come in a collectable teal-colored tray and include a free pattern and downloadable embroidery. Grab them up before they are gone!
*Starting at $49.99*

• **GO! Quilt Block Center Cutting Cabinet**
The GO! Quilt Block Center Cutting Cabinet provides extensive work space for your GO! or GO! Big fabric cutter with an extension shelf to support dies as they exit the cutter. Easily store your GO! Qubes and Companion Sets, plus there's room for more than 30 GO! dies. Available in three finishes.
*$1,923*

**ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT**
**BOOTH #710**
[WWW.ALOHAQUILTDESIGNS.COM](http://WWW.ALOHAQUILTDESIGNS.COM)

• **1913 Bird Song Banner**
Banner pattern that includes five preprinted background fabrics to make a finished product of about 7 1/2" high x 27" long. Laser cut appliqué kits and button packs are available at wholesale pricing, but sold separately.
*$18*

• **1911 Jingle Bells Stockings**
Pattern includes preprinted fabric for two stocking fronts. Finished size: about 20" long x 8" wide. Laser cut appliqué kits and button packs are available at wholesale pricing, but sold separately.
*$18*

• **1901 Rebecca's Charm Spool**
Quilt pattern for a finished size of 55" x 55". This quilt was made using the Color Wash line of flannels by Bonnie Sullivan and Maywood Studio. A Color Wash Charm Pack quilt.
*$9*
AMELIE SCOTT DESIGNS
BOOTH #1238
WWW.AMELIESCOTT.COM
• Custom Quilting on Your Embroidery Machine
Everything you need to take six quilting projects from start to finish, including quilt and table runner patterns, 30 complementary custom quilting designs, and detailed instructions for piecing and custom quilting.
$45

• Flower Patch Table Runner
DEALER EXCLUSIVE: a “mostly in-the-hoop” machine embroidery project. Use your embroidery machine for piecing, appliqué, and custom quilting for this summery, tropical-inspired design.
$16

• Edge-to-Edge Quilting on Your Embroidery Machine
Our exclusive Easy-Connect Quilting technique and our unique embroidery files allow you to use your home embroidery machine to get quilting results like you’d see from a long-arm quilter.
$35

AROUND THE BOBBIN
BOOTH #1527
WWW.AROUNDTHEBOBBIN.COM
• Izzie Convertible Backpack
This medium size backpack is fun to make, with professional results. Wear it as a backpack or switch to a cross-body style in seconds. The inside is full of pockets, including an easy zip pocket and lots of slip pockets. Hardware kits are available. Backpack is approximately 12-1/2” x 9-1/2”.
$10

• ATB-192 Hot Stuff Trivet and Pot Holder – Small
Create a designer silicone trivet - pot holder with your favorite fabrics. Transparent 6-1/2” silicone overlay and instructions included. Makes a finished trivet - pot holder approximately 8”. Two options included in instructions—make without a hand pocket and bind it or add the hand pocket.
$12
BELAGIO ENTERPRISES
BOOTH #1525
WWW.BELAGIOENTERPRISES.COM
• Animal Print Cork Fabric Collection
Belagio Animal Print Cork Fabric is debuting at spring Quilt Market! This collection contains zebra, tiger, crocodile, snake and leopard. The fabric is available in packaged as well as 25" wide and 54" wide.

BLANK QUILTLING CORPORATION
BOOTH #826
WWW.BLANKQUILTING.NET
• Narumi Collection By Nathalie Runghen Digitally Printed
New licensor Nathalie Runghen brings us this updated Asian-inspired collection. It is digitally printed and contains blocks with vases, cranes, wisteria, peonies, fans, dragonflies, and geishas. The collection contains 12 designs and delivery is for January.
$12.99

• Tropical Zone By Color Pop Studio
This colorful lush group includes a panel with a sloth and his rainforest friends. Other designs include: parrots, flowers, stripes and blocks. The quilt project for this line features the panel. There are a total of 12 skus and the delivery is for October.
$11.99

• Unicorn-O-Copia By Lisa Morales
Enter the forest of fantasy with this digitally-printed unicorn line. This line features a panel, starts, hearts, unicorns with rainbows, daisies and three hombre stripes. There are also two free projects offered. There are 12 skus in the line and it ships in November.
$12.99
• **Wishing For Gifts**
  A holiday Advent wall hanging with pockets for small daily gifts. An easy quilt piece to make for children or adults as a gift. Fill the pockets with toys, candy, or sample wine bottles! Make one for me and one for you! Maywood Fabric by Kim Christopherson call: We Whisk You A Merry Christmas. $11

• **Friendship Song**
  Let's join these cute animals singing around the campfire! Make this a wall hanging or a child's throw using QT's Campfire Friends panel and coordinated fabrics. This panel will make you smile and want to do more than one. $11

• **Our Stars**
  A pattern that can be used for a Quilts of Valor project. We used Maywood Studio's Shadowplay flannel collection to make this a very cozy quilt. Four main fabrics and backing make this a quick and easy project to sew. $11

---

• **Victoria Findlay Wolfe's Playing with Purpose**
  See the evolution of one of today’s most important quilt artists in this collectible, hardcover book. Victoria Findlay Wolfe’s body of work is shared in personal essays and photos of more than one hundred and thirty quilts. $39.95

• **New kraft-tex DESIGNER colors**
  kraft-tex now comes in four sophisticated new colors: denim, moss, saffron, and linen. Play with this rugged paper that looks, feels, and wears like leather, but sews, cuts, and washes just like fabric! $22.95
• The Quilter’s Negative Space Handbook
Learn modern quilt design with a scientific approach to design principles. Apply the concept of negative space in eight key ways, starting with traditional blocks or quilts and transforming them into modern quilts.
$26.95

CHECKER DISTRIBUTORS
BOOTH #2311
WWW.CHECKERDIST.COM
• The Gypsy Quilter 100% Felted Wool Mats in two New Sizes!
One fits perfectly on the Big Board ironing board and the other on a standard size TV tray. Press any pieced or embroidered block with ease. The density of this high-quality 100% felted wool mat absorbs seams and stitches, effectively pressing both sides at once. Made in the USA.

CLOUD9 FABRICS
BOOTH #203
WWW.CLOUD9FABRICS.COM
• Tinsel by Clairice Gifford
Tinsel celebrates the holiday season with nostalgic Christmas elements and punchy colors mixed with cozy icons, creating a holly jolly yuletide collection.
$12.50

• Plant Peeps by Meenal Patel
A mysterious and dreamy collection full of petals, plants and peeping eyes. Look a little closer for the wondrous, magical details found intertwined in nature.
$14.95

• Wildlife by Ophelia Pang
Mountains, plants and creatures - bits and elements Ophelia imagines she would see in wildlife. This collection consists of large scaled prints on cotton duck fabric.
$17.25
**COLOURWERX**
**BOOTH #1505**
[WWW.COLOURWERX.COM](http://WWW.COLOURWERX.COM)

- **ColourBug (CW118)**
  Make just one or create a grouping of cute colourful colorbugs on this fun to create 42” x 60” quilt! Two techniques in one pattern – liberated slash and sew piecing with no exact ¼”seams make for fun colourbugs plus easy-peasy curved piecing. One of our new Colourwerx patterns using our “Garden Party” Signature Fabrics from Island Batiks!
  $12

- **ColourMaze (CW119)**
  Precut Project! Just one 2-1/2” strip roll plus 1-3/4 yards background fabric is all you need to make this fun to piece and modern 50” x 70” quilt. One of our new Colourwerx patterns using our “Garden Party” Signature Fabrics from Island Batiks!
  $12

- **Sunny (CW120)**
  Easy Dresden blocks make this a fast and fun quilt to piece! Pattern includes layouts for two sizes: the large 54” x 54” pattern cover quilt plus a bonus smaller 31”x 31” wallhanging. One of our new Colourwerx patterns using our “Garden Party” Signature Fabrics from Island Batiks!
  $12

**CREATIVE GRIDS**
**BOOTH #2418**
[WWW.CREATIVEGRIDSUSA.COM](http://WWW.CREATIVEGRIDSUSA.COM)

- **Creative Grids® Machine Quilting Tool - Shelly**
  Shelly is your new quilting best friend! Efficient and beautiful quilting is her specialty. With her you can quilt the same sized clamshell design from either side of the ruler. That means you don't have to rotate the quilt and you can quilt from any side of your quilting foot.
  $21.99
**ELIZABETH’S STUDIO**
**BOOTH #1628**
[WWW.ELIZABETHSSSTUDIO.COM](http://WWW.ELIZABETHSSSTUDIO.COM)

- **Succulent Charm**
  Designed by Elizabeth's Studio, this cotton collection is perfect for quilting, craft projects and home décor. The collection features a panel on a black ground and packed succulents. Panel measures approximately 24" x 44."

- **Vintage Trucks**
  Designed by Wendy Marquis for Elizabeth's Studio, this cotton collection features a panel on a cream ground, a truck scenic and packed vintage trucks. Perfect for quilting, craft projects, and home décor accents. Panel measures approximately 24" x 44."  

- **Little Mermaids**
  Designed by Nicole in den Bosch for Elizabeth's Studio, this juvenile cotton collection features a mermaid panel, a mermaid toss, a sea creature toss and a coordinating stripe. Perfect for quilting, craft projects, apparel and home décor. Panel measures approximately 24" x 44."  

---

**EVERYDAY STITCHES**
**BOOTH #114**
[WWW.EVERYDAYSTITCHES.COM](http://WWW.EVERYDAYSTITCHES.COM)

- **The Spoolin' Around Quilt**
  These 12" x 16" spool blocks are a fun way to commemorate our favorite quilting notion! Each spool can be made with simple solids or customized with color and embellishments to reflect your favorites kinds of thread! Spoolin' Around is truly a one-of-a-kind tribute to our craft! Print and download. $12

- **The Irony Quilt**
  Create 16 unique works of art, put them all together and you get The Irony Quilt! Use your favorite florals and geometrics for the irons and place them on a backdrop of prints and solids. Each painterly iron makes a unique statement! Part of our new Everyday Appliqué line! Print and download. $6
• Spinning Turnstyles
The Spinning Turnstyles Quilt is a quick sew, making it perfect for a last minute special occasion! Easy piecing pairs well with the bright prints to make this a show stopping quilt that is fun to make! In four sizes throw to queen. Print and download available.
$12

FIBER ON A WHIM, LLC
BOOTH #1112
WWW.FIBERONAWHIM.COM
• Hand-dyed Cross Stitch Fabrics
We are introducing counted fabrics to our hand-dyed line of products. Great for counted cross stitch or hand embroidery. 14ct and 18ct cottons and then 14ct all the way up to 46ct linens are available as well.

FIBRIX, LLC/MOUNTAIN MIST
BOOTH #2118
WWW.MOUNTAINMIST.COM
• Mountain Mist 2 in 1 Wool
Great for quilting at home or on the go! Mountain Mist 2-in-1 Wool Pressing Mat offers all the flexibility you need for quilting wherever you want to craft. This 2-in-1 mat is 18” x 24” with a 13 ½” x 13” removable center.
$79.99

• Mountain Mist Wool Pressing Mat
Mountain Mist Wool Pressing Mats make precise pressing easy! The mat absorbs heat, so when pressing your quilt block shapes or sewing project, it’s like pressing on both sides of the fabric at the same time. The dense (½” thick), tightly felted, firm pressing mat is available in a variety of sizes.
From $6.99-$74.99

FIGO FABRICS
BOOTH #2225
WWW.FIGOFABRICS.COM
• Lucky Charms by Ghazal Razavi of FIGO Studio
We've expanded Lucky Charms with 15 new prints and colors! Come to the booth and check out our newest charms and new colors of our Shooting Stars charm, including metallic! The new Lucky Charms deliver to shops July 2019.
• **Midsommar by Pippa Shaw**
Midsommar embodies memories of a vintage Scandinavian summer: never ending daylight, the perfume of blooms and vistas of sun filled wildflower meadows in unspoiled landscapes. Midsommar offers two cotton colorways in blues and pinks, four SKUs in rayon and four precut options. Collection ships January 2020.

• **A Life in Pattern by Cathy Nordstrom**
A Life in Pattern is about surrounding yourself with color and pattern, in every aspect of your life. Inspired by some of the most iconic women in fashion and art, this line encourages you to live your life in full pattern! A Life in Pattern offers 15 cotton SKUs and three rayon SKUs and ships Oct 2019.

**HAERAE DESIGN STUDIO**
**BOOTH #105**
[WWW.HAERAEDESIGNSTUDIO.COM](http://WWW.HAERAEDESIGNSTUDIO.COM)
• **2019 Haerae Design Studio Sealife Collection**
Sealife, Dancing in the Water, Life on the Reef
$12.50

**HENRY GLASS & CO., INC.**
**BOOTH #825**
[WWW.HENRYGLASSFABRICS.NET](http://WWW.HENRYGLASSFABRICS.NET)
• **Best of Days - One Crazy Sister Club**
The Best of Days was created with the One Crazy Sister Club II in mind. Janet Nesbitt, a scrappy quilter with a Crazy pattern style incorporates a primitive palette into 8 small projects. This Club comes with merchandising tips & is offered to shops ordering $1,000 or more of Best of Days collection.

• **Blush and Blue by Kim Diehl**
Deep navy grounds pair with pretty shades of pink. Making this collection quite stunning. Kim has once again re-invented herself with this color palette stand out with her quilt designs showing both patchwork and her fabulous appliqué.
HOFFMAN CALIFORNIA FABRICS
BOOTH #526,27
WWW.HOFFMANFABRICS.COM
• Paradigm by Sarah Thomas of SARIDITTY
A debut fabric line backed with creative projects, an inspiring designer and tools you need to sell Paradigm! Meet Sarah Thomas of SARIDITTY in the Hoffman booth & let her creativity get your wheels turning.

• Oasis by McKenna Ryan
McKenna Ryan's desert & Southwest inspired Hoffman Bali Batik Collection is sure to please. See her new projects that are made to inspire & will appeal to your customers.

• Dream Big Leaf
Jeanie Sumrall-Ajero introduces the next installment of the Dream Big Series with Dream Big Leaf! Come see the wide array of projects that will guide you in ways to use the panels. Jaw-dropping is an understatement when describing DREAM BIG LEAF!

JUNK JEANS PEOPLE
BOOTH #1741
WWW.JUNKJEANSPEOPLE.COM
• Buttonhole Smart Marks
Water Soluble adhesive tape with predetermined vertical & horizontal buttonhole Marks. It can be adjusted for buttonholes closer together if desired. Provides stability on knits and is easily visible on dark, light and print fabrics. Will not gum up needle!
$15.95

MARTINGALE
BOOTH #2124
WWW.MARTINGALEWHOLESALE.COM
• Countdown to Christmas: Quilts and More That Span the Seasons by Susan Ache
Who wants to pack their Christmas quilts away for 11 months each year? These softer shades of red and green suit all seasons. Choose among exquisite quilts with traditional roots and lighthearted quilts that capture the magic of the season. When Christmas arrives, any of them can take center stage.
$25.99
• **Hearth & Home: 13 Reproduction Quilts, from Wall Hangings to Throws by Jo Morton**
In Jo Morton's world, vintage is always in style. This collection captures Jo's signature look on a larger scale, with quilts for displaying, draping, and cuddling. Enjoy close-up photos that spotlight Jo's masterful fabric combinations; then learn her smart tips for piecing, pressing, and more.
$27.99

• **Quilts of Love and Valor: Reproduction Quilts and an Authentic Civil War Love Story by Becky A. Wright**
An old-fashioned love story comes alive in quilts inspired by the letters of a husband and wife separated by the Civil War. Eleven quilt patterns are paired with excerpts from the touching letters, offering a sense of what life was like for everyday people during the Civil War.
$25.99

**MIDWEST TEXTILES/RIVER’S BEND**
BOOTH #219
[WWW.MIDWESTTEXTILES.COM](http://WWW.MIDWESTTEXTILES.COM)

• **Keeping You in Stitches Fabric Collection by Bill Locke**
Well known pattern designer Bill Locke has produced this warm & cozy fabric collection with four pillow panels & coordinating fabrics featuring sewing motifs in rich rustic hues of browns, teals, reds and greens. Bill's Block of the Month kit contains precut pieces perfect for the beginner quilter.

• **Mermaid & Friends Fabric Collection by Shelly Knudson**
Mermaids, shells, dolphins, colorful fish - this absolutely adorable fabric collection by Shelly Knudson has it all! Perfect for your little girl or tween with whimsical colors and playful motifs! River's Bend Sprinkles are the perfect companion pieces for this six piece line.

• **Grand Lake Fabric Collection by Janine Burke**
Another winner by Janine Burke! Rich colors and outdoor motifs combine to give you this beautiful collection! The precut Kwik Kit for this line is to die for!
NORTHCOTT
BOOTH #2224
WWW.NORTHCOTT.COM

• Shimmer
  A new and improved take on Deborah Edwards' popular Artisan Spirit Shimmer collection: New Shimmer features revised textures with beautiful gold and silver metallic accents in seven stunning colorways. Quilts created using Shimmer can be seen at Northcott's booth.

• Patio by Pat Fryer of Villa Rosa for Banyan Batiks
  Pat Fryer has created a sweet floral collection of batiks inspired by the open Patio doors of her California home. With five light and summery colorways, Patio is a vintage collection that re-imagines Pat's favorite quilts of the 1950's in a contemporary style. See Patio at Banyan Batiks' booth #2231.

• Kilts & Quilts® by Patience Griffin for Banyan Batiks
  Award-winning author Patience Griffin has fused elements of Scottish Plaid with Indonesian Batiks to create a truly unique collection for Banyan Batiks. Vibrant plaid, rustic textures and cute Scottish sheep all coordinate with Banyan's Essential blenders. See the collection at Banyan's booth #2231.

OLFA NORTH AMERICA
BOOTH #1139
WWW.OLFA.COM/CRAFT/

• Pacific Blue Ergonomic Rotary Cutter RTY-2DX-PBL
  Rotary Cutter with safety locking system now in Pacific Blue.

• Navy Rotary Mat 36" x 24" RM-MG/ Navy
  Navy Rotary Mat 36" x 24”.

• Premium Quilt making Set
  Premium Quilt making set: One each of the Quick Change Splash 45mm Rotary cutter, Frosted Ruler 6” x 12” and Navy Rotary Mat 12” x 18”.

13
ONE SISTER
BOOTH #824
WWW.ONESISTERDESIGNS.COM
• *Drive Me Crazy*
  Fun new book filled with crazy designs with kids in mind!
  $32

PAPER PIECES LLC
BOOTH #1917
WWW.PAPERPIECES.COM
• *Brimfield Beginnings*
  Three New English Paper Pieced Designs from Brimfield Awakening! These were
designed to introduce EPP to beginners and intricate enough for the advanced
piecer!
  *Starting at $19.99*

PLUMEASY PATTERNS
BOOTH #740
WWW.PLUMEASYPATTERNS.COM
• *Bauble & Bling Folded Ribbon Ornament Pattern*
  A 12-page booklet includes three ways to make a folded star ornament with full-
color, step-by-step instructions. The ornament made with woven ribbon. Layered
and folded, the ribbon comes alive when the ornament is filled and turns into a
little sparkly star.
  $14

• *Bauble & Bling Interfacing Template 6-pk*
  Refill six-pack of interfacing templates to make a Bauble & Bling Folded Ribbon
Ornament. The design uses the interfacing template to guide the position of each
ribbon to keep the star symmetrical. Pattern sold separately.
  $12
• **Dazzle**  
New! Brighten your table with this 16" x 38" table runner that will shine in any color combination. The 45-degree angles are easy to cut accurately with the House Ruler by Creative Grids®, so piecing will be a breeze. With just a few changes this can be a long pillow for a bench or a bed.  
$9

• **Picnic Stars**  
New! These 14" x 16" placemats will be the stars at your next picnic. Just grab six half-yard cuts, some background, and your House Ruler by Creative Grids® to make this great pattern from the Six Halves Make a Whole series of books and patterns.  
$9

• **Seeing Double**  
New! You’ll have double the fun at meal time with these placemats, each 15" square. Use six half-yard cuts and your House Ruler by Creative Grids® to make this set of six placemats from the Six Halves Make a Whole series of books and patterns.  
$9

---

**THE QUILT COMPANY**  
BOOTH #712  
WWW.QUILTCOMPANY.COM

• **Sew Merry BOM Quilt Pattern**  
Sew Merry is a six month, Block of the Month, quilt pattern featuring simple piecing and applique. Each block is filled with a whimsical scene with different winter trees, from the tree farm to a sewing themed Christmas tree. Sew Merry is made using Burgundy & Blush by Maywood Studio Fabrics.  
$36
**Parade Day! QD-268**
Belvedere is hitching a ride in grandpa's truck, on his way to the 4th of July parade. This is an adorable heat n bond reversible appliqué pattern that has so many possibilities. Put it on a tea towel, quilt or pillow. Designs measurements 5 1/2" x 9 1/2"
$4

**Bundle Up Llama QD-269**
This sweet llama is all bundled up to go and play in the snow. An adorable appliqué design that can be put on a tea towel, pillow or quilt. It's a fun, whimsical design sure to make you smile. Finished measurements 10" x 5 1/2"
$4

**Thankful Visitor QD-270**
Garden Fox is all ready to celebrate Thanksgiving. This is a festive fall design. Sample is done in wool, but it's equally cute done in cotton fabric too! Finished measurements 6 1/2" x 6"
$4

**GUIDE'S SELECT**
**BOOTH #1415**
**WWW.RNKDISTRIBUTING.COM**

**QS-RUL2.5**
Quilting ruler 2.5" X 2.5"
$13.99

**QS-RUL4.5**
Quilting ruler 4.5" X 4.5"
$17.99

**QS-RUL3.5**
Quilting ruler 3.5" X 3.5"
$15.99
**RELIABLE CORPORATION**
**BOOTH #535**
[WWW.RELIABLECORPORATION.COM](http://WWW.RELIABLECORPORATION.COM)
- **Reliable Velocity One Temp**
  The Velocity One Temp 160IR provides the user with a safe and effective home ironing solution. With one set temperature, it's safe for all fabrics—even delicates like silk. The steam trigger provides on-demand steam when desired. Like all Velocity irons, there's no spitting or leaking!
  $99

**ROBERT KAUFMAN FABRICS**
**BOOTH #925**
[WWW.ROBERTKAUFMAN.COM](http://WWW.ROBERTKAUFMAN.COM)
- **Making Memories by Jill Shaulis**
  Making Memories is Jill Shaulis' first collection for Robert Kaufman. Featuring nine designs and 27 fabrics, this Civil War reproduction collection ships to stores in August 2019. Stop by the booth to see the fabric and quilts in person!

- **Sky by Jennifer Sampou**
  Jennifer Sampou's new Sky collection features 30 ombré fabrics in a dreamy color range. Stop by the booth to view a quilt in person and learn more about Jennifer's new collection and book of quilt patterns.

**SASSAFRAS LANE DESIGNS**
**BOOTH #1105**
[WWW.SASSAFRAS-LANE.COM](http://WWW.SASSAFRAS-LANE.COM)
- **Natasha Tote**
  The perfect grab and go bag to tote around town, carry to work or around a city on vacation! The Natasha Tote features a magnetic snap closure at the top, a handy hanging inside zippered pocket and a boxed bottom. Make this stylish unlined bag in a fabric backed cork fabric, vinyl or leather.
  $10

- **Zootropolis**
  Welcome to the Wild Side! Zootropolis is a fun book stuffed with 32 different cute appliquéd characters and lots of pattern bonuses. The book includes a quilt pattern featuring all the animals living in a high-rise and a churndash pillow pattern that focuses on each animal.
  $28
• Good Vibes Only Fabric Line
Wanting to put a little more positivity out into the world, Shayla designed Good Vibes Only, a fabric line featuring uplifting words, bright colors and unique designs. This line features a text print of affirmations, a vibrant spectrum of supporting prints and several soothing low volume fabrics.

SEAMS LIKE A DREAM
BOOTH #1610
WWW.SEAMSLIKEADREAM.COM
A Road Trip Quilt
• Take your customers on a quilt adventure with this unique 12 month Block of the Month quilt. Each month features a new technique, providing opportunities for you to teach your favorite methods with your favorite tools. The quilt is fat quarter friendly, easy to kit. Quilt is 60” x 74”.
$36

SEW STEADY
BOOTH #303
WWW.SEWSTEADY.COM
• Versa Table
Versatility. Convenience. Practicality. Versatility. Convenience. Practicality. A table that can grow as your project does. The Versa Table consists of a 16” x 13.3” base table and a molded extension that secures with two easy-to-install acrylic locks. The extended sewing surface is 16” x 27.”
$159

• Jewel Series Templates by Westalee Design
The Jewel Series templates by Westalee Design are an easy to execute way to add a continuous line of individual "jewels" to any quilt. Empower quilters to easily rotate and sew to produce beautiful and exact stitching every time. Jewel Series: Strand of Pearls, Link of Diamonds, and Strand of Hearts
$80-$90
• **Sew Steady Teal Bags**
The perfect place to store your Sew Steady table and with plenty of pockets for all of your favorite notions. The new line of bags from Sew Steady is the ideal solution for quilters on the go. Three sizes available to ensure a perfect fit:
Versa: 15” x 20”; Elevate: 20” x 26”; Create: 26” x 26”
*Versa: $40; Elevate: $50; Create: $60*

SEWBATIK
BOOTH #1625
WWW.SEWBATIK.COM
• **72 Inch Batik Cotton Jersey Knits**
100% Cotton Batik Jersey Knit - perfect for sewing tops, jackets, skirts, dresses, and other simple wearables. This is a single jersey - 100% cotton.
*$18.50/yd.*

SHANNON FABRICS
BOOTH #1315
WWW.SHANNONFABRICS.COM
• **Luxe Cuddle® Galaxy Colors**
Our exclusive, luxurious Cuddle® minky fabric has a textured, bunny-soft surface. Features a tie-dyed embossed design. Suitable for apparel, quilting, baby products, home décor, pet accessories, and more
*$17.99/yd*

• **Luxe Cuddle® Hide**
Our exclusive, luxurious Cuddle® minky fabric has a textured, bunny-soft surface. Features a tie-dyed embossed design. Suitable for apparel, quilting, baby products, home décor, pet accessories, and more
*$17.99/yd*

SLICE OF PI QUILTS
BOOTH #1509
WWW.SLICEOFPIQUILTS.COM
• **Cotton Candy quilt pattern**
Cotton Candy is a fun and unique quilt sure to bring a smile to your face this summer! This intermediate level pattern uses traditional piecing, raw-edge appliqué, and bias binding. Rose minky fabric creates the unique spun sugar texture. The pattern includes directions for five quilt sizes.
*$10*
• **Hydra quilt pattern**  
Hydra uses fabric in a fun way to create a textured quilt sure to make any mermaid lover smile! Change up the colors to make a dragon, lizard, shark, or fish quilt! This advanced beginner pattern is assembled in a quilt-as-you-go method and includes instructions for sizes mini to queen.  
$10

• **Finial quilt pattern**  
Finial is a dramatic and striking quilt perfect for highlighting focal prints and trying new techniques! Curved piecing and bias tape applique combine for a quilt that's sure to impress! This intermediate level pattern includes directions for five sizes from lap to king.  
$10

**SOAK WASH, INC.**  
BOOTH #1740  
[WWW.SOAKWASH.COM](http://WWW.SOAKWASH.COM)  

• **Flatter Introductory Pack**  
From pre-washing swatches to caring for an heirloom piece, Soak is the #1 choice for quilters everywhere. Made in Canada, Soak is the best, easiest to use, most deliciously scented no-rinse laundry product anywhere. Love it. Make it. Soak it. This intro pack gives you everything you need, to experience all the Soak products, anchored by Flatter ironing spray. Introduce Flatter, Handmaid and Soak to your customers with this all-inclusive kit. Featuring full size bottles, travel size bottles, Flatter, Soak and Handmaid, Flatter Caddies and the book Handmade Getaway. You'll receive a POS spinner display and a 'smell-me' set of Handmaid fragrance testers, a Flatter wall decal and leaflets. Limit one per year.  
*SRP for individual products included within: F08 $12 / F06 $10 / H06 $10 / S07 $16 / S06 $10 / F-CD $6.50 / GP01 $28.95*  

• **Flatter Caddy 6PK**  
What is it: With this handy holder, perfectly pressed clothes are always in reach.  
How it works: Clip your caddy to a nearby surface to keep your Flatter close.  
$6.50
SOUTHWIND DESIGNS
BOOTH #837
WWW.SOUTHWINDQUILTS.COM

• As You Wish
As You Wish features Stars and Ribbons in a unique setting. Both blocks are made using dimensional curves. The ribbons in this quilt give it a festive look and can be colored to symbolize or support a cause. This quilt makes a great signature quilt as well. Two sizes are included. Scrap Friendly
$10

• Tequila Sunrise
Tequila Sunrise is an intriguing, original design inspired by the Agave plants used to make Tequila. The agave blocks are made using easy dimensional curves. Scrap Friendly!Throw size quilt: 45 x 63. Large bed size quilt: 63 x 81.
$10

STASH TOOLS
BOOTH #104
WWW.STASHTOOLS.COM

• Acrylic Templates
Stash Tools are acrylic templates, which assist a quilter in reducing their fabric stash. Our acrylic templates ensure fast and accurate rotary cutting and are designed to work with left-over pre-cuts but can easily be used with the fabrics in a quilter’s stash. Stop by our booth for a demonstration
$5-$24

STITCH IN TIME BATTING
BOOTH #1131
WWW.BATTINGSUPERSALE.COM

• Stitch in Time Batting- Elegant Blend 80/20
Elegance in a roll of batting- unbelievably soft and silky with drape out of this world. Stitch in Time Elegant Blend 80/20 is Made in America of the finest cotton and polyester fibers. May be quilted up to 10" apart by hand or machine. Available in packages and rolls.
$22.95-$299.95
**STUDIO 180 DESIGN**
**BOOTH #126**
[WWW.STUDIO180DESIGN.NET](http://WWW.STUDIO180DESIGN.NET)

- **Wedge Star Tool**
The Wedge Star™ tool is designed to make a variety of different blocks based on 45° sub-units. They range from simple kaleidoscope blocks to complex Wedge Stars with Diamond Points going north, south, east and west. Units can be interchanged to create unlimited designs. Twenty-two different size options.  
$36.50

- **Cut Crystal**
One of many patterns we are introducing at Market, Cut Crystal was designed for the Wedge Star™ tool and uses all three of the basic block types available in the general instructions. It gives the illusion of curves using only straight seams.  
$11.50

- **Offset Four Patch Technique Sheet**
If you thought a simple Four Patch added loads of interest to a design, wait until you see what an offset version with different size “patches” will do! Make 17 different sizes with your Four Patch Square Up®. Create unique blocks, interesting chains, or Disappearing Nine Patch style designs.  
$7.50

---

**STUDIOE FABRICS**
**BOOTH #828**
[WWW.STUDIOEfabrics.NET](http://WWW.STUDIOEfabrics.NET)

- **Boho Blooms By Nancy Archer**
This 12 piece collection is perfect for all the little girls out there. The beauty of this line is that it has a 36" panel that has everything needed to make a little doll that is super sweet. There is also a print that can be used to make a little quilt for the doll. This line ships in December.  
$11.99

- **Epic Owls Digital By Kayomi Harai**
This 11-piece collection will be printed digitally and it is going to be spectacular. The beauty of owls shines through in this group that includes a block banner panel, a large owl allover, woodland critters, butterflies, a stripe, the moon and so much more. It ships in November.  
$12.65
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• The Lightkeeper's Quilt By Quilt-ish Of Cape Cod
Like a quilter's dream, magical images of coastal waters and sky are captured in The Lightkeeper's Quilt by new licensor, Quilt-ish of Cape Cod. The featured 24” lighthouse panel is draped with images of maritime-inspired quilt blocks. This 12 piece line ships January 2020.
$11.99

SUZN QUILTS
BOOTH #2413
WWW.SUZNQUILTS.COM
• Dresden Feathered Stars
Pattern for 66" x 66" quilt including detailed instructions for feathered star blocks encompassing Tiny (4") Dresden plates.
$14

• Susanna
Pattern for 59" x 59" Tiny (4 1/2" finished) Dresden plate quilt.
$14

• Jellyroll Gemstones
Pattern for 59" x 59" quilt that includes detailed instructions for Tiny (4 1/2" finished) Dresden plates. Pattern is a great use of jelly rolls.
$14

TAMARINIS
BOOTH #1511
WWW.TAMARINIS.COM
• Road Trip Block of the Month Pattern
Take your customers on a quilt adventure with this unique 12 month Block of the Month quilt. Each month features block has a new technique, providing opportunities for you to teach your favorite methods with your favorite tools. The fat quarter friendly, easy to kit quilt is 60" x 74".
$36
TENSISTERS HANDICRAFT
BOOTH #834
WWW.TENSISTERS.COM
• EasyPiecing Border Panels
Long panel packs of EasyPiecing Grid with Endless Possibilities! Three sizes of squares to choose from! Five panel packs. Row Quilts, Medallion Quilts, and borders. Free Row Quilt patterns ready to download now for classes and kits! Come to our Schoolhouse presentations and booth for a great demo!
$24.99

• Seven Brothers Block Party
Our third self-published companion Book to EasyPiecing Grids! Block Party has ten great quilts including three amazing Sampler quilts, ALL specially designed for the EasyPiecing Grids. Great for Block-of-the-Month! Come to our Schoolhouse presentation and booth for a great demo!
$19.99

THREAD CUTTERZ
BOOTH #735
WWW.THREADCUTTERZ.COM
• Thread Cutterz Snipper with LED light; Thread Cutterz Zipper Pull
Thread Cutterz is introducing the new snip tool with a serrated blade with either a short blade with LED light or long blade. This handy tool helps you closely cut thread, yarn, embroidery floss, and twine.

ZAKKA WORKSHOPS
BOOTH #1612
WWW.ZAKKAWORKSHOP.COM
• Wire Frame Cosmetic Case
includes instructions plus a set of internal wire frames and zipper for making an adorable wide mouth pouch perfect for storing all your toiletries and makeup. The wire frame provides excellent storage capacity and visibility.
$14.99
• **The Nani Iro Sewing Studio**
  Fresh from Japan, the much-anticipated collection of Nani Iro sewing patterns is finally available in English! With their simple and artful design, the 18 garment patterns in this book showcase fluid movement and beautiful drape for signature Nani Iro style.
  $24.99

• **Squeeze Clasp Glasses Case**
  Part of our Hardware Included series, the Squeeze Clasp Glasses Case kit includes instructions plus a flex frame for making an eyeglass case—simply squeeze to open the case and release to close it. The flex frame even includes special loops allowing you to attach a chain.
  $12.99

###